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2. Course Content Description
This workshop offers German/foreign participants a profound picture of the Chinese Education 
System, pertaining to history, development, as well as influences in family and society as a whole.  
The Chinese education system has a three-thousand-year history, following: 

• Introduction: Foundation and history of the Chinese Education System - including the
millennia old rigorous and famous centralized imperial education & examination system (科
舉) for civil servants.

• Four Stages of Education System Development: Ancient, Opium War, People’s Republic of
China, and Present

• Fundamental Knowledge of Modern Chinese Educational Segments: Pre-school Education,
Primary and Secondary Education, Higher Education and Vocational Education

• Practice & Personal Experiences of the Chinese HR environment in international business
environment

3. Learning Objective
This seminar will provide participants with a profound understanding of the Chinese Education System as 
formative background for modern personnel development in China, progressing from ancient times to 
modern China. It brings in perspectives from Chinese history, philosophy, culture, economy, business, as well 
as ongoing current human resources development and human capital transformations and trends.  
After the seminar, participants should be able to: 

1. Analyze the outcome of the Chinese Education System on social behavior and the development of
Chinese society and economy as a whole.

2. Understand cultural, business Leadership & philosophic aspects in daily business operation and
management

3. Identify the current and critical issues which confront educators, students, industries, and government
regarding the modern Chinese Education System.

4. Define modern Chinese human capital & personal development in the context of globalization




